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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an oven.

Background Art

[0002] Ovens generally cook food within a sealed
chamber by heating the sealed chamber. Ovens are clas-
sified into gas and electric ovens based on the types of
heat sources they employ.
[0003] A gas oven uses gas as fuel and provides it to
a plurality of burners. Then, the gas oven heats the sealed
chamber containing food with flames emanating from the
burners. On the other hand, an electric oven operates a
plurality of heaters by supplying electricity, and heats the
sealed chamber containing food with heat generated by
the heaters.
[0004] Compared to gas ovens, electric ovens heat the
interior and the exterior of food simultaneously to shorten
cooking time and improve thermal efficiency, and are also
safer. Thus, there is an increasing preference for electric
ovens.
[0005] An electric oven may include a convection as-
sembly for transferring heat generated by a heater to the
inside of a cavity. The convection assembly includes a
convection heater, a convection fan that transfers heat
generated by the convection heater to the inside of the
cavity, and a convection cover that covers the convection
heater. EP 1 674 796 A2 relates to an electric oven in-
cluding lower heaters arranged under a cooking chamber
thereof. The electric oven includes an outer case defining
hte appearance of the electric oven, an inner case in-
wardly spaced apart from the outer case by a predeter-
mined distance, and lower heaters arranged between
bottom walls of the outer and inner cases. The inner case
internally defines a cooking chamber, and a blowing fan
is installed near the lower heaters to circulate air existing
in the cooking chamber toward the lower heaters. With
the electric oven configured as stated above, heat gen-
erated by the lower heaters is transferred to the cooking
chamber in the form of conductive heat and convective
heat, resulting in fast and efficient heat transfer and even
cooking of food.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

[0006] Embodiments provide an oven including a re-
ceiving space in a cavity for receiving a convection as-
sembly.
[0007] Embodiments also provide an oven including a
single wall forming the rear wall of a cavity.

Technical Solution

[0008] The oven according to the present invention in-
cludes: a wall forming a cavity for cooking food; and a
convection assembly provided outside the wall, wherein
the wall includes a convection cover recessed toward the
cavity, to define a heating chamber, and at least a part
of the convection assembly is located in the heating
chamber.
[0009] The oven according to the present invention in-
cludes: a wall forming a cavity; a convection heater pro-
vided outside the wall; a convection fan and a convection
motor provided outside the wall; a convection cover
formed from the wall, to form a heating chamber for heat-
ing the air by the convection heater; anda bracket cov-
ering the heating chamber.
[0010] The oven according to the present invention fur-
ther includes: a wall forming a cavity; a convection heater
and a convection fan provided outside the wall; a con-
vection cover recessed toward the cavity from the wall,
to form a receiving space for receiving the convection
heater and the convection fan; and a plurality of brackets
covering the receiving space.

Advantageous Effects

[0011] In the above-proposed embodiments, a rear
wall defining the rear of a cavity is formed to be a single
continuous surface, so that it becomes easy to clean the
cavity, and user convenience can be improved.
[0012] As the rear wall is a single continuous surface,
food residue cannot be remained thereon, thereby pre-
venting unpleasant smells issuing from the cavity.
[0013] In addition, due to the single continuous sur-
face, aesthetic characteristics are improved.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an oven with its door
opened according to a first embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a side sectional view of an oven according
to the first embodiment.
Fig. 3 is an exploded perspective view of a convec-
tion assembly according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing how a first brack-
et and a second bracket are coupled.
Fig. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a convec-
tion assembly according to a second embodiment.

Mode for the Invention

[0015] Detailed descriptions of embodiments will be
given below with reference to the drawings.
[0016] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an oven with its
door opened according to a first embodiment.
[0017] Referring to Fig. 1, an oven 10 includes a cook-
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top 100 disposed at the upper portion thereof and a cook-
ing compartment 300 disposed below the cooktop 100.
[0018] In detail, the cooktop 100 includes a plurality of
heating units 120 (Fig. 2), and a first top plate 140 pro-
vided on the heating units 120. The first top plate 140
defines a heating region 141 on which a cooking contain-
er is placed.
[0019] A control panel 200 is formed to protrude up-
ward at the rear end of the cooktop 100, and is installed
at the rear of the cooktop 100. The control panel 200
controls the operation of the oven 10. A display unit 220
is disposed at the front center of the control panel 200
and displays an operating state of the oven 10 and a
cooking time of food.
[0020] A plurality of control units 240 are formed to
protrude forward at either side of the display unit 220, for
allowing a user to operate the oven 10. The display unit
220 may have a plurality of control buttons (not shown)
for allowing the user to control the oven 10.
[0021] The cooking compartment 300 is disposed be-
low the cooktop 100 to uniformly heat food at high tem-
perature located in a sealed cooking chamber. The cook-
ing chamber is opened or closed by a door 310.
[0022] A handle 312 is located at the front upper of the
door 310. The user grasps the handle 312 and pivots the
door 310 in forward and backward directions. A trans-
parent window 314 is located at the center of the door
310 for enabling the user to identify the state of food being
cooked inside the cooking compartment 300 or the inside
state of the cooking compartment 300.
[0023] A cavity 320 for cooking food is formed inside
the cooking compartment 300 by a plurality of walls.
[0024] Specifically, the walls includes sidewalls 321
that define both sides of the cavity 320, a rear wall 322
located at the rear ends of the sidewalls 321, a bottom
wall 323 located at the lower ends of the sidewalls 321,
and a top wall 324 (Fig. 2) located on the upper end of
the sidewalls 321.
[0025] The cavity 320 may be formed by coupling sep-
arately made walls, or may have walls that are integrally
formed. A convection assembly 500 (Fig. 4) is coupled
at the rear wall 322 defining the rear of the cavity 320 in
order to forcibly convect air in the cavity 320.
[0026] A rack 340 is provided in the cavity 320 to sup-
port food or a food container containing food. Both side
ends of the rack 340 are supported by supporters 330
formed on the inner surfaces of the sidewalls 321. The
supporter 330 is formed to protrude from the sidewall 321.
[0027] A storage compartment 400 is disposed below
the cooking compartment 300, for warming or storing
cooked foods. The storage compartment 400 slides in
and out in forward and backward directions.
[0028] Fig. 2 is a side sectional view of an oven ac-
cording to the first embodiment.
[0029] Referring to Fig. 2, the cooking compartment
300 includes a top plate 302 forming the top thereof, side
plates (not shown) forming sides, a rear plate 304 forming
the rear, and a bottom plate 306 forming the bottom.

[0030] A plurality of heaters are installed the inner
space of the cooking compartment 300 formed by the
plates.
[0031] Specifically, a top heater 350 is provided be-
tween the top wall 324 and the top plate 302 to radiate
heat downward, and a bottom heater 360 is provided
between the bottom wall 323 and the bottom plate 306
to radiate heat upward.
[0032] The top heater 350 and the bottom heater 360
may be a sheath heater or a halogen heater.
[0033] A convection cover 322a is formed on the rear
wall 322. The convection cover 322a is formed by a por-
tion of the rear wall 322 protruding in a forward direction.
The forward direction indicates a direction toward the
door 310.
[0034] The convection cover 322a is circular when
viewed from the front.
[0035] The convection cover 322a forms a heating
chamber 502 for receiving a convection heater 530 and
a convection fan 510. The heating chamber 502 is formed
outside the rear wall 322. The heating chamber 502 pro-
vides a space for heating the air of the cavity 320 as well
as a receiving space for receiving the convection heater
530 and the convection fan 510.
[0036] The convection assembly 500 is provided out-
side the rear wall 322. The convection assembly 500 for-
cibly circulates the air of the cavity 320, so that food dis-
posed in the cavity 320 is uniformly cooked.
[0037] The convection assembly 500 includes a con-
vection motor 560, the convection fan 510, and the con-
vection heater 530. The convection motor 560 is mounted
outside the rear plate 304 that forms the rear of the cook-
ing compartment 300. The convection fan 510 is con-
nected to the convection motor 560 and rotates by re-
ceiving a rotational force generated by the convection
motor 560. The convection heater 530 is provided around
the outer periphery of the convection fan 510. The con-
vection fan 510 and the convection heater 530 are dis-
posed in the heating chamber 502.
[0038] Fig. 3 is an exploded perspective view of a con-
vection assembly according to the first embodiment.
[0039] Referring to Fig. 3, the convection cover 332a
is formed to protrude forward from the rear wall 322. A
suctioning hole 512 is formed at the front of the convec-
tion cover 322a, and a discharge hole 513 is formed at
the side (or the outer periphery) of the convection cover
322a.
[0040] The heating chamber 502 located outside the
convection cover 322a receives the convection fan 510
and the convection heater 530. The convection fan 510
suctions the air of the cavity 320 through the suctioning
hole 512 and transfers it into the heating chamber 502.
The convection heater 530 heats the transferred air.
[0041] The convection heater 530 is annular and is
separated from the peripheral edge of the convection fan
510 by a predetermined distance.
[0042] A first bracket 520 is fixed to the rear of the rear
wall 322. The first bracket 520 is coupled to the rear of
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the rear wall 322 by welding. The overall shape of the
first bracket 520 is annular, and the outer circumference
of the first bracket 520 is greater than the diameter of the
convection cover 322a.
[0043] After the convection fan 510 and the convection
heater 530 are received by the heating chamber 502, a
second bracket 540 that covers the heating chamber 502
is mounted on the first bracket 520. The second bracket
540 has a disc shape, and its center portion with a pre-
determined thickness is recessed rearward.
[0044] A shaft through-hole 542, through which a shaft
562 of the convection motor 560 passes, is provided at
the central portion of the second bracket 540. Although
not shown, the central portion of the rear plate 304 also
has a through-hole for the shaft 562 to pass through.
[0045] The first bracket 520 has a through-hole 523 for
the penetration of the shaft 562. The diameter of the
through-hole 523 is less than the diameter of the con-
vection cover 322a. When the first bracket 520 is fixed
to the rear wall 322, one surface of the first bracket 520
contacts the rear wall 322 closely, and the other surface
covers the heating chamber 502.
[0046] That is, the first bracket 520 may be divided into
a fixing portion 521 that is fixed to the rear wall 322 and
a sealing portion 522 that seals a part of the heating
chamber 502. The through-hole 523 is provided in the
sealing portion 522. A heater through portion 525 passing
through a part of the convection heater 530 is provided
in the fixing portion 521.
[0047] Using a coupling member, the second bracket
540 is coupled to the first bracket 520 fixed to the rear
wall 322. Specifically, the second bracket 540 is coupled
to the sealing portion 522.
[0048] The rear plate 304 forming the rear of the cook-
ing compartment 300 is provided behind the second
bracket 540, and the convection motor 560 is mounted
behind the rear plate 304. The convection motor 560 is
mounted behind the rear plate 304 by a motor bracket
550, and the shaft 562 is passed through the motor brack-
et 550, the rear plate 304, and the second bracket 540,
to be coupled to the convection fan 510.
[0049] As described above, since the convection cover
322a protrudes forward from the rear wall 322 in the oven
according to the present invention, the rear wall 322 is
formed as a single, continuous surface.
[0050] Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing how a first
bracket and a second bracket are coupled.
[0051] Referring to Fig. 4, first coupling portions 524
coupled to the second bracket 540 by a coupling member
are provided in the fixing portion 522 of the first bracket
520. The first coupling portion 524 protrudes forward from
the fixing portion 522.
[0052] As the first coupling portion 524 protrudes for-
ward, the rear surface of the first bracket 520 and the
front surface of the second bracket 540 may be coupled
closely to each other.
[0053] When the first bracket 520 is fixed to the rear
wall 322, the first coupling portion 524 is located in the

heating chamber 502.
[0054] Also, the outer circumference of the second
bracket 540 is greater than the diameter of the through-
hole 523 formed in the sealing portion 522. Accordingly,
when the second bracket 540 is coupled to the first brack-
et 520, the second bracket 540 covers the through-hole
523, and at least a part thereof is pressed against the
sealing portion 522.
[0055] A coupling part 543 coupled to the first bracket
520 is formed in the second bracket 540, and second
coupling portions 544 coupled to the first bracket 520 by
a coupling member are formed on the coupling part 543.
The second coupling portion 544 protrudes rearward
from the second bracket 540. In other words, the second
coupling portion 544 protrudes in a direction opposite to
a direction in which the first coupling portion 524 of the
first bracket 520 protrudes. Also, the second coupling
portion 544 corresponds in position to the first coupling
portion 524.
[0056] The motor bracket 550, the second bracket 540,
and the first bracket 520 may be coupled together by one
coupling member. That is, a coupling member coupled
to the motor bracket 550 may be coupled to the second
coupling portion 544 and the first coupling portion 524.
[0057] Hereinafter, the operation of the cooking com-
partment 300 with the above-configured convection as-
sembly will be described.
[0058] After a user grasps the handle 312 and pivots
the door 310 forward, the user puts food or a food con-
tainer containing food into the cavity 320. Then, the user
pivots the door 310 backward.
[0059] Thereafter, the user manipulates the control
panel 200 to operate the cooking compartment 300.
Then, the top heater 350 and the bottom heater 360 op-
erate, and the convection heater 530 and the convection
motor 560 operate.
[0060] When the convection motor 560 operates, the
convection fan 510 rotates. Through the rotation of the
convection fan 510, the air in the cavity 320 is transferred
into the heating chamber 502 via the suctioning hole 512
provided in the convection cover 322a.
[0061] The transferred air is discharged radially by the
rotation of the convection fan 510 and the discharged air
is transferred into the cavity 320 via the discharge hole
513 of the convection cover 322a.
[0062] At this time, the radially discharged air is heated
by the convection heater 530 and transferred into the
cavity 320 via the discharge hole 513.
[0063] The air discharged via the discharge hole 513
flows toward the forward of the cavity 320, and is then
re-transferred into the heating chamber 502 via the suc-
tioning hole 512. As a result, the air of the cavity 320
circulates continuously.
[0064] As the air of the cavity 320 circulates continu-
ously, food within the cavity 320 is cooked uniformly.
[0065] Fig. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a con-
vection assembly according to a second embodiment.
[0066] In the second embodiment, elements other than
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the shapes of a first bracket and a second bracket are
equal to corresponding elements of the first embodiment.
Thus, only characteristic features of the second embod-
iment will be described, and features already described
by the first embodiment will be omitted.
[0067] Referring to Fig. 5, a convection assembly in
the second embodiment includes a plurality of first brack-
ets 570 and a second bracket 580 coupled to the first
brackets 580. The first bracket 570 has a rectangular
plate shape, and includes a first coupling portion 572.
When the first bracket 570 is fixed to a rear wall 322, the
first coupling portion 572 is located in a heating chamber
502 (Fig. 2).
[0068] A coupling portion 582 is provided in the second
bracket 580, to be coupled to the first bracket 570. The
coupling portion 582 corresponds in shape to the first
bracket 570. In other words, the coupling portion 582 is
recessed rearward the second bracket 580. A second
coupling portion 584 is provided at the rear surface of
the coupling portion 582.

Claims

1. An oven comprising: a wall (321, 322, 323, 324) com-
prising a rear wall (322) forming a cavity (320) for
cooking food; and a convection assembly (500) pro-
vided outside of the cavity (320) at the opposite side
of the wall (321, 322, 323, 324),
wherein the rear wall (322) comprises a convection
cover (322a) recessed toward the cavity (320) to de-
fine a heating chamber (502), and at least a part of
the convection assembly (500) is located in the heat-
ing chamber (502),
wherein the convection assembly comprises
a convection heater (530) in the heating chamber
(502); and
a convection fan (510) in the heating chamber (502),
wherein the oven further comprises a first bracket
(520) fixed at the outer surface of the wall (321, 322,
323, 324), and a second bracket (540) coupled to
the first bracket (520),
wherein a part of the first bracket (520) covers the
heating chamber (502),
wherein the second bracket (540) covers the heating
chamber (502), and
wherein the first bracket (520) comprises a heater
through portion (523) passed through the convection
heater,
characterized
in that the rear wall (322) forms a single continues
rear surface of the cavity (320);
in that the first bracket (520) comprises a first cou-
pling portion (524) protruding in a predetermined di-
rection, and the second bracket (540) comprises a
second coupling portion (544) protruding in a direc-
tion opposite to the predetermined direction;
in that the first coupling portion (524) is received in

the heating chamber (502); and
in that the first bracket (520) and the second bracket
(540) are coupled by a single coupling member.

2. The oven according to claim 1, wherein the first
bracket (502) comprises:

- a fixing portion (521) fixed to the wall (321, 322,
323, 324); and
- a sealing portion (522) sealing a part of the
heating chamber (502).

3. The oven according to claim 2, wherein the fixing
portion (521) is welded to the wall (321, 322, 323,
324).

4. The oven according to claim 1, wherein the second
bracket (540) comprises a coupling surface (543)
that is coupled to the first bracket (520).

5. The oven according to claim 1, wherein the convec-
tion assembly (500) further comprises a convection
motor (560) for rotating the convection fan (510),
wherein a shaft of the convection motor (560) passes
through the second bracket (540).

6. The oven according to claim 1, wherein the convec-
tion over (322a) comprises a suctioning hole (512)
through which air in the cavity (320) is transferred to
the heating chamber (502), and a discharge hole
(513) through which air in the heating chamber (502)
is transferred to the cavity (320).

Patentansprüche

1. Ofen, der Folgendes umfasst: eine Wand (321, 322,
323, 324), die eine hintere Wand (322) umfasst, die
einen Hohlraum (320) zum Kochen von Lebensmit-
teln bildet; und eine Konvektionsanordnung (500),
die außerhalb des Hohlraums (320) an der gegenü-
berliegenden Seite der Wand (321, 322, 323, 324)
vorgesehen ist,
wobei die hintere Wand (322) eine Konvektionsab-
deckung (322a) aufweist, die in Richtung des Hohl-
raums (320) vertieft ist, um eine Heizkammer (502)
zu definieren, und wobei sich wenigstens ein Teil der
Konvektionsanordnung (500) in der Heizkammer
(502) befindet,
wobei die Konvektionsanordnung Folgendes um-
fasst:

eine Konvektionsheizung (530) in der Heizkam-
mer (502); und
ein Konvektionsgebläse (510) in der Heizkam-
mer (502),
wobei der Ofen ferner eine erste Halterung
(520), die an der äußeren Oberfläche der Wand
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(321, 322, 323, 324) befestigt ist, und eine zwei-
te Halterung (540), die mit der ersten Halterung
(520) gekoppelt ist, umfasst,
wobei ein Teil der ersten Halterung (520) die
Heizkammer (502) bedeckt,
wobei die zweite Halterung (540) die Heizkam-
mer (502) bedeckt, und
wobei die erste Halterung (520) einen Heizungs-
durchgangsabschnitt (523) umfasst, der durch
die Konvektionsheizung verläuft,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die hintere Wand (322) eine einzige durchgehende
hintere Oberfläche des Hohlraums (320) bildet;
die erste Halterung (520) einen ersten Kopplungs-
abschnitt (524) umfasst, der in einer vorgegebenen
Richtung vorsteht, und die zweite Halterung (540)
einen zweiten Kopplungsabschnitt (544) umfasst,
der in einer Richtung entgegengesetzt zu der vorge-
gebenen Richtung vorsteht;
der erste Kopplungsabschnitt (524) in der Heizkam-
mer (502) aufgenommen ist; und
die erste Halterung (520) und die zweite Halterung
(540) durch ein einziges Kopplungselement gekop-
pelt sind.

2. Ofen nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erste Halterung
(502) Folgendes umfasst:

einen Befestigungsabschnitt (521), der an der
Wand (321, 322, 323, 324) befestigt ist; und
einen Dichtungsabschnitt (522), der einen Teil
der Heizkammer (502) abdichtet.

3. Ofen nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Befestigungsab-
schnitt (521) an die Wand (321, 322, 323, 324) ge-
schweißt ist.

4. Ofen nach Anspruch 1, wobei die zweite Halterung
(540) eine Kopplungsfläche (543) umfasst, die mit
der ersten Halterung (520) gekoppelt ist.

5. Ofen nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Konvektionsan-
ordnung (500) ferner einen Konvektionsmotor (560)
zum Drehen des Konvektionsgebläses (510) um-
fasst, wobei eine Welle des Konvektionsmotors
(560) durch die zweite Halterung (540) verläuft.

6. Ofen nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Konvektionsabde-
ckung (322a) ein Ansaugloch (512), durch das Luft
in dem Hohlraum (320) zu der Heizkammer (502)
übertragen wird, und ein Austrittsloch (513), durch
das Luft in der Heizkammer (502) zu dem Hohlraum
(320) übertragen wird, umfasst.

Revendications

1. Four comprenant : une paroi (321, 322, 323, 324)
comprenant une paroi postérieure (322) formant une
cavité (320) pour cuire des aliments ; et un assem-
blage de convection (500) prévu à l’extérieur de la
cavité (320) sur le côté opposé de la paroi (321, 322,
323, 324),
dans lequel la paroi postérieure (322) comprend un
couvercle de convection (322a) évidé vers la cavité
(320) pour définir une chambre de chauffage (502),
et au moins une partie de l’assemblage de convec-
tion (500) est placée dans la chambre de chauffage
(502),
dans lequel l’assemblage de convection comprend
un dispositif chauffant par convection (530) dans la
chambre de chauffage (502) ; et
un ventilateur de convection (510) dans la chambre
de chauffage (502),
dans lequel le four comprend en outre une première
monture (520) fixée à la surface extérieure de la paroi
(321, 322, 323, 324), et une seconde monture (540)
couplée à la première monture (520),
dans lequel une partie de la première monture (520)
couvre la chambre de chauffage (502),
dans lequel la seconde monture (540) couvre la
chambre de chauffage (502), et
dans lequel la première monture (520) comprend
une portion traversant le dispositif chauffant (523)
qui passe à travers le dispositif chauffant par con-
vection,
caractérisé
en ce que la paroi postérieure (322) forme une uni-
que surface postérieure continue de la cavité (320) ;
en ce que la première monture (520) comprend une
première portion de couplage (524) qui se projette
dans une direction prédéterminée, et la seconde
monture (540) comprend une seconde portion de
couplage (544) qui se projette dans une direction
opposée à la direction prédéterminée ;
en ce que la première portion de couplage (524) est
reçue dans la chambre de chauffage (502) ; et
en ce que la première monture (520) et la seconde
monture (540) sont couplées par un élément de cou-
plage unique.

2. Four selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la premiè-
re monture (502) comprend :

- une portion de fixation (521) fixée à la paroi
(321, 322, 323, 324) ; et
- une portion d’étanchement (522) qui étanche
une partie de la chambre de chauffage (502).

3. Four selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la portion
de fixation (521) est soudée à la paroi (321, 322,
323, 324).
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4. Four selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la seconde
monture (540) comprend une surface de couplage
(543) qui est couplée à la première monture (520).

5. Four selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’assem-
blage de convection (500) comprend en outre un mo-
teur de convection (560) pour mettre en rotation le
ventilateur de convection (510), dans lequel un arbre
du moteur de convection (560) passe à travers la
seconde monture (540).

6. Four selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le couver-
cle de convection (322a) comprend un trou d’aspi-
ration (512) à travers lequel de l’air dans la cavité
(320) est transféré vers la chambre de chauffage
(502), et un trou de décharge (513) à travers lequel
de l’air dans la chambre de chauffage (502) est trans-
féré vers la cavité (320).
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